ABSTRACT

Despite the findings on the genetic basis for autism spectrum disorder, there have been only a handful of variants that have been consistently found to confer the risk of autism spectrum disorder, and these variants are found in only a small fraction of patients. The difficulty of unraveling the genetic architecture underlying the etiologies of autism spectrum disorder may stem from the heterogeneity of phenotypes in patients, the complexity of genetic variants, and epigenetic phenomena that jointly contribute to its etiologies. Over the last decade, many genomic technologies have been employed to uncover the underlying biological and molecular mechanisms underlying autism spectrum disorder in the context of diagnoses and therapeutic
pathophysiology. Nevertheless, it still remains elusive to provide generalized gold-standard specific biomarkers for autism spectrum disorder that explain the range of phenotypes and the specific symptoms in an individual patient. This chapter reviews genomic studies and their influences on our concepts of the biology of the disorder.
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**INTRODUCTION**

According to DSM-5, individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD must show symptoms from early childhood. ASD is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder of the brain that can cause problems with thinking, feeling, language, and the ability to relate to others. Hallmark characteristics are impairment of social communication and restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior. Thus far, a number of groups have identified rare and common variants among genes and their effect on risk of autism [1-15], including SNPs, chromosomal abnormalities, CNVs, alternative splicing and allelic specific expression, disruption of target genes, protein interactions, and their functional effects. More recently, owing to the rapid growth of technologies, whole-genome-wide and whole-exome sequencing have been successfully conducted based on family and twin studies in order to detect rare/common inherited variants, and de novo mutations that are directly associated with the molecular changes associated with pathogenic complexity of ASDs [1,10,16-20]. In addition, meta-framed strategies such as integration between transcriptional profiling and targeted exome sequencing or GWASs have given rise to better characterization of the cascades of susceptible genes and disease risk [9,14,21-23]. The studies of epigenome in autistic children have also provided possible mechanism(s) accounting for susceptibility and heritability of ASD (recently reviewed [24]). There is a gradual increment of pervasiveness in prevalence of disease in the US population (and also, over the world) and the conclusions of many studies are not well-replicated between studies and do not provide complete answers for personalized genome data. In addition, establishment of study protocols and rigorous analytical frameworks for ASD studies are currently necessitated in the field as it is in its infancy. Collectively, we outline an influential role of genomic strategies in ASD clinical studies, currently issued limitations, and how integrated meta-genomic tools have emerged as new paradigm and future directions to go ahead in the upcoming years.
BIOMARKERS OF AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER

Genome-wide Association Studies (GWAS)

There are two major genetic-based approaches to identify abnormally formed mutations between genes, composing of rare de novo and heritably transmitted mutations from paternal and maternal effects of origin [25] and common variants. Basically, there are two types of studies. Two or more affected autistic children in a family can be studied along with parents or an affected child in given probands from ASDs patients can be compared to normal control individuals not in families. For the purpose of examination of such variants disrupting targeted protein coding genes and non-coding regions, whole-genome wide association studies (GWASs) have been addressing hypothetical questions on mutations at specific loci that are much fewer, but are more commonly detected markers than rare variants in autistic cases by scanning whole-genome sequences profiles [1,2,10,13,19,26-29]. It aims at the characterization of interplay between single-nucleotide polymorphisms and varying ASD phenotypes in patients by examining particular candidate SNPs that differ in allele frequency at genetic loci between cases and controls to be associated with detrimental effects on ASD risk. Strikingly, 5p14.1 between gene CDH9 and CDH10 and 5p15.2 between SEMA5A and 5AS2R are known autistic specific locus detected by statistical testing in GWAS [10]. The approach further enables a determination of the extent to which phenotype homogeneity is represented by common variants as the criteria feature of intra-ASD classes, subsequently grouped in other complementary factors such as verbal IQ.

There are ~1,000 ASD-specific genes related to the causal and consequent mal-functionalities, relying upon mainly different genetic background and secondarily affected either independently or accumulatively by epigenetic and/or environmental risk factors [6,21,23,30,31]. It is well known that common variants have been more specifically supportive over a wide range of phenotypic spectrum variance.

Although GWAS studies set out to identify variants that contribute to the risk of ASD, the replication of findings has been difficult because of sample size, types of variants (e.g., common versus rare variants), sources of samples (e.g., case-control versus family-based populations), gene-gene, and gene-environment interactions, and epigenomic phenomena. The inconsistent results across different studies have become a bottleneck for meta-analysis strategies that aims to increase the statistical power of detection of inherited common variants that are associated with ASD.

In this perspective, current GWASs give us a great opportunity to further fine-tune signal-to-noise in terms of measuring more reliably genotyped allelic mutations and systematic validation procedures for entire protocols on such mutated variations with well-annotated functional impacts. Also, importantly, non-coding variants that have played a key role for characterization of disease mechanisms have been emerged as the next stage to explore the extended regions for active promoters and strong enhancers as well as coding variants.
Whole Exome Sequencing

Whole-exome techniques based on ultra-high throughput sequencing methods have been capturing highly promising subset of genome that encode protein-coding regions by means of diagnostic testing and clinical therapy on complex disease with inherent traits such as autism [4,16,20,21,26,27,32]. Despite the great value and promise of exome sequencing, identified known and novel findings for de novo and inherited rare variants have been unable to provide a complete series of causes for ASD-specific genomic variation.

To date, it has been widely reported that de novo loss-of-function rare variants that are relevantly mutated in autistic patients are generally involved with underlying pathophysiology, chromatin remodeling pathway, synaptic functions, and transcriptional processes. Far more rare SNPs or CNVs with stronger evidence for disease risk are detected in a lesser extent in the autistic cases. Since autism is one of highly inherited neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders, it implies that de novo loss-of-function (transmitted or un-transmitted from unaffected parents) coupling with characterization of inherited variants will be more valuable to provide better insights for genetic causes of ASD in the format of an aggregated disease effect.

To this end, it is pivotal to snapshot more comprehensive results revealing information on causes of ASDs by de novo loss-of-function, missense transmitted or non-transmitted mutations from parents of origin through sophisticated strategies. This will enable meta-framed analyses for the diagnostic testing and clinical treatments in a wide spectrum of genotypic and phenotypic autistic patients.

Accordingly, first of all, more improved and enhanced bioinformatics and statistical methods are immediately needed to precisely measure and test rare and common variants so as to avoid misleading conclusions and to reduce false discoveries.

Secondly, although there is a huge list of disease-causative candidate genes, most genes are limited to a particular family-unique outcome and the focus on causes of autism risk could be data-driven biased results. At this point, intra-platform and inter-platform meta approaches are more appealing to derive more comprehensive landscape of relationship between aberrant mutations and resultant phenotypes, detailed characterization of varying phenotypic variance over the spectrum, led by various genetic, epigenetic, and environmental factors. Examples of these approaches include combinatory strategies between multiple GWAS studies to increment the power of detection of autistic specific markers and validate repeatedly induced abnormal functionalities between studies, or between transcriptome and exome-sequencing/genome-sequencing.

Thirdly, due to the enormous difficulties of collecting DNA samples from primary brain tissues in autistic patients, it mostly depends on post mortem or lymphoblast cell lines. More recently, as alternative, human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC) approaches have been attractively
proposed by directly targeting patient-specific neuronal cells induced in vitro [33-36]. Patient-specific iPSCs can be generated from tissues easily accessible from patients such as fibroblast and blood cells using standard methods, and then re-differentiated into different subtypes of neurons [37]. This approach recapitulates human neurodevelopment in a personalized manner in vitro, which facilitates the understanding of patient-specific autism-associated genomic variations on neurodevelopment and on autism pathogenesis [38]. In combination with emerging genetic editing tools such as sequence-specific designed zinc finger nuclease (ZFN), transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALENs), or CRISPR/Cas-9, the iPSC models can explore the promise of gene and epigenome correction for therapeutic purposes. In addition, fibroblasts and blood cells can be converted to neuronal cells by expressing defined transcriptional factors [39], although standardization of protocols to stabilize these cells are needed. Once established, the iPSC derived autistic patient-specific neuronal cells can be used for early stage drug discovery, including quantitative biochemistry, functional genomics, proteomics, and high-throughput and high-content chemical screening [35]. Although many challenges remain, iPSC-derived neuronal cells hold great promise for modeling autism and drug discovery, when integrated with clinical disease pathophysiology.

Transcriptome

Transcriptome research sheds more light on how genomic variations contributes to phenotypic variations. The uncertainties in the impact of DNA variants associated with variable isoforms, trans-/cis-regulatory, or epigenetic effects, often need to be resolved with a deeper understanding of the transcriptome. However, just like most neuropsychiatric disorders with a pediatric onset, gene expression studies on ASD are faced with challenges, such as sources of tissues and timing of mRNA analysis, to name a few of them. Several investigators have attempted to justify the value of mRNA levels in peripheral blood cells in ASD [32,33]. However, the concerns about inferring the genomic functions associated with brain phenotypes using peripheral blood cells have been highlighted by at least two lines of research. First, some genes are expressed substantially more in human brains, compared to mouse brains [34] and other primate brains [35,36] – of which the expression patterns are not observed in other tissues. Second, only 23% of gene expressions in the genome in peripheral blood cells are correlations with those in the brain [37], while some highly heritable variants may cause correlated gene expressions between brain and spleen [38]. Taken together, these lines of evidence have cautioned that transcriptomic research based on peripheral tissues may yield limited information on genomic mechanism underlying ASD. Furthermore, gene expression may also differ across different brain regions; such a variation results from structural and functional differences [39]. Therefore, gene expressions in brain regions with well-validated neuroimaging findings associated with the ASD-related phenotypes should have more convergent evidence for their roles in etiologies of ASD. For example, fMRI studies of ASD have demonstrated dysfunctional activation in brain regions of restricted and repetitive behaviors (RRBs) and social communication [40]. One of the most replicated findings has been dysfunction of social
brain regions. This dysfunction may be due to poor preference for social stimuli rather than a primary dysfunction in social brain regions [41]. These neuroimaging findings should serve as endophenotypes more closely associated with transcriptome, compared to the diagnosis of ASD.

In addition to sources of mRNA and brain-region-specific expressions, transcriptome studies across different populations may generate inconsistent results, since gene expressions can be impacted by various conditions, such as co-occurring physiological conditions and environmental factors. Despite these challenges, several studies investigating genes expressed in brain tissues have revealed some novel findings. For example, Gupta and colleagues reported that some neuronal and microglial genes were dysregulated in autistic cortical brain based on their RNA sequencing results [42]. Interestingly, a meta-analysis showed that gene expression studies on brain tissues seem to be more likely to generate replicable findings than studies using blood samples in ASD [43]. These findings further highlight the importance of examining gene expressions in brain tissues, rather than other peripheral tissues.

**DISCUSSION AND CLOSING REMARKS**

Despite efforts of investigators in the field, there does not exist a method or strategy to define gold standard biomarkers for phenotypes of patients with autistic spectrum disorders. Limitations of these efforts include, for example: insufficient sample size to derive a solid conclusion, failure to replicate outcomes between similar studies, population and patient-specific conclusions, difficulties to collect corresponding brain tissues. In addition, many studies lacked focus on comprehensive repertoires including cis-regulatory elements, post-transcriptional and epigenetic modifications, and platform-by-platform meta approaches. In order to overcome these limitations and better understand pathophysiology of biomarkers in autism spectrum disorders, a few groups have been accelerating the ways to define functional consequences of differential expression of genes that are associated with the dysregulation in autism. Followed by either transcriptome or exome sequencing approaches for the detection of the functional effects, more enhanced analytical strategies at higher levels such as post-transcriptional modifications in order to better understand tissue-specific (disease-specific) pathologies, allelic specific expression via genomic imprinting and cis-acting regulation, enables investigators to unravel pathway/network modules by focusing on the allelic imbalance of rare deleterious variants between autistic versus normal samples. Likewise, the ample knowledge of alternatively spliced variants that produce distinct protein products and corresponding functionalities could be incorporated with genomic data, such as whole genome wide association studies and whole exome sequencing approaches. Differential splicing across tissues elucidates the link of genotype-phenotype patterns, under the given hypothetical assumption that deregulated patterns of splicing variants could be related to neuronal dysfunctional mechanisms such as ASD-specific splicing markers, A2BP1/FOX1.

Taken together, transcriptional level approaches are further confirmed with disease-causing genes explored in GWAS or whole exome sequencing in an integrated manner. Beyond gene levels,
alternative splicing and allelic imbalance as well as intronic regions containing cis-regulatory elements that could not be captured by targeted exome sequencing are further characterized to find the common candidate and putative disease markers at the higher system biology level. While meta-framed system biology level strategy has more variability and divergent variance across distinct tissues in pathogenic biomarkers of autism, it is a more comprehensive and systematic method to efficiently define the underlying molecular mechanisms when compared to simple gene level transcriptome approach or gene disruption and mutation based analysis in independent genomic studies.

At this point, the primary merit of integrated genomic approaches with transcriptomic profiles is to strengthen the assembly of various scenarios on the functional impacts for the altered expression because of, for example, structural variants, copy number variations, allelic specific expression across distinct types of tissues/cells/developmental stages/disease progressive time points, post-transcriptional procedures on the basis of alternative splicing and RNA-editing, loss-of-function rare deleterious variants. Curated catalogues of gold standard biomarkers of autistic spectrum disorders should account for genomic, epigenomic, and environmental risk factors to draw a complete landscape of primary and secondary phenomena as well as aggregated effects for causes of disease risk. In the coming years, large-volumes of data will need to be well-annotated and classified for either explicitly different or likely to be similar phenotypes within the spectrum of autism accounting for the inherent features from patient to patient. This high quality repository of candidate disease-causing genes and variants will support stringent and robust computational and statistical methodological approaches to identify causes of specific types of autism within the autism spectrum.
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